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The Velodyne CT-120 is a 12-inch subwoofer for use in home theater systems. It has an anti-cut chain for a durable compound. This Velodyne subwoofer includes a built-in 120-watt amplifier. Some of the key features on this subwoofer include tour protection, adjustable low-key crossover and selecting
high-performance crossover. Other key features of the Velodyne CT-120 are the ins and outs at the line level, the inputs and exits at the speaker level, as well as signal sensing with additional bypass surgery. This particular Velodyne subwoofer has a 55 ounce magnet for balance, a weight of 60 pounds,
and an impedance of 8 Ohms. Some technical details for this 12-inch subwoofer consist of a bass reflex front port slot, a 2-inch voice reel, and a five-sided mandatory post. In addition, this particular Velodyne subwoofer offers a peak power output of 170 watt, a minimum power of 120 watt, a minimum
frequency reaction of 25 Hz, and a maximum response rate of 120 Hz.This item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. Slits bass-reflex port, elastic and light diffuser, correct size, rounded side faces - is the American low-frequency system Velodyne CT-120. Being the big brother of
THE CT-80, the participant of the current test is almost the same in appearance - only the size is twice the size. Unsurprisingly, within one branded series, the older model inherits not only the advantages of the younger, but also ensures their harmonious development. Functionality is particularly multiplied.
The incision frequency filtered for the front speaker signal can now be changed (80 and 100 Hz), which greatly expands the subwoofer's ability to adjust. Any way to switch with an amplifier or receiver is provided. There are linear outputs for later use of filtered low-frequency information. Direct input to
connect to the external crossover is also provided (perhaps you will need it). The benefits are obvious. Someone may refer the very heavy weight of the system to the disadvantages. It was easy to set up the CT-120 with both floor and shelf speakers. As a result, the subwoofer showed absolutely all the
dynamic fragments in the theater: the diesel engine snarled (that's it) very convincing, very different firearms and weapons were clear and focused. Only the sound of the shot, as if rounded for a while. We also cannot deny the system's ability to confidently show the transformation into an already
inaudible vibrational roar in the deadly agony of a freight train (Running). Explosions and heavy roar of twisted metal were complete and voluminous. The high quality of low-frequency sound owes to a good power reserve, thanks to which the picture is always clear and clean. There is no need to make
any recommendations on the use of CT-120. We can only wish you set aside a room of decent size for it. Versatility and its unpretentiousness in choosing partners in dynamics dynamics with a good power reserve are able, in our opinion, to meet the needs of the most demanding person. Velodyne CT-
120 Velodyne subwoofers have a great reputation among audiophiles because they have traditionally featured high performance amps and large, long-shot drivers with servo feedback, thanks to which they deliver ultra-deep bass and high output with low distortion. Unfortunately, high performance is
usually expensive, and so much of the Velodyne subwoofer line. The new CT series, however, is designed to make traditional Velodyne performance available to a wider audience. The CT-120 test here lists for as little as $599, a price that puts it within reach for many home theaters. Naturally, I was
curious to see if it lived up to The Reputation of Velodyne. The CT-120 is a powered, bass-reflex subwoofer that has an electronic network of crossovers, a 12-inch driver ahead firing, and a 120-watt Class A/B amplifier (270 watt peak). Continuously alternating crossover - 40 to 120 Hz with a tilt, which
will end up at 24 dB per octave - can be bypassed to use the crossover in the preamp or receiver (i.e., the low-sale filtered subwoofer line). The CT-120 also has a switchable 80- or 100-Hz high pass filter for its line level and speaker level outputs, level control, phase switch, and signal sensing for
automatic power on and off. Double banana connectors at 3/4-inch centers are designed for inputs and exits at the speaker level. They also take single banana plugs, stripped leads, and shovel lugs. At first glance it seems that the jacks, with their central openings closed, will not accept banana corks.
Don't worry - you can pop plastic corks with a small screwdriver. The controls, connectors and feature set of the CT-120 are extraordinarily good for the submarine in this price range. The 12-inch driver has a processed-pa-behind cone and foam surround. It is mounted on the front of a matte-black closet,
just above the 1-1/4-inch slit vent that extends completely throughout the bottom. The fabric grille is stretched on the wooden frame covers the driver. The 55-pound case is 18 inches tall, 15 inches wide, and 18-3/4 inches deep (20 inches when you turn on the heat and operational control on the back).
Accordingly, the enclosure will consume about 2 square feet of flooring of your listening room and 3-1/4 cubic feet of space. It's not tiny, but it's good within reason. The vent slot on the face of the closet can do double duty as a manual grip, making the CT-120 surprisingly easy to move around. The
guarantee is two years. The installation was calm; I used connectors at line level. Because most subwoofers, like the CT-120, have their own controls on the back, I A small installation trick you may find useful: start with the back of the sub face so that it's easy to get on the controls. The deep bass is
omnidirectional, so adjustments can be made with the driver pointing in any direction. Once they're done, just spin the box around and dress the dress I installed the CT-120 in the home theater system with Paradigm Active Series speakers for the other five channels, all set to small on my Lexicon DC-1
surround processor. The setup was a bit on the fussy side. To reach the right level and customize the crossover, I had to spend a lot of time setting the volume and controlling the crossover. If the level was even a little too high, the CT-120 would usually blow too loudly. On the other hand, there was never
a time when I had to wonder if the subwoofer was hooked! When all was done, the level of control was set at 2 on a scale from 0 to 10, and a low-pass crossover was installed at 60 Hz, a high pass up to 80 Hz. In my large (13 x 23 x 18 foot) eavesdropping room, I measured the sub-semi-power point
(where his response dropped by 3 dB from the maximum) as 30 Hz. You can expect 27 Hz in a medium-sized room. With a nominal low-frequency crossover with a frequency of 80 Hz CT-120 had a frequency response of 30 to 80 Hz ±3.5 dB with a slope of 24 dB per octave. At the lowest mark, 40 Hz,
the crossover point was really 40 Hz. But when I turned the control into a full bandwidth position (120 Hz), the actual crossover point measured 90 Hz. Interestingly, the CT-120 is one of the few subwoofers I've tested at any price that can produce a net output of 20 Hz at a listening distance of 2 meters.
This sub was turning the 87 dB (SPL) sound pressure level at 20 Hz with a distortion of less than 10 percent. The maximum power with this distortion limit was 106 dB between 60 and 80 Hz. The CT-120 averaged 101 dB SPL over the bass-rich 25-to-62-Hz range and 102 dB over the 25-to-80-Hz range.
Most subwoofers are focused on maximizing SPL by 40 Hz and above, sacrificing low-frequency expansion in the process. The fact that the CT-120 provides 87 dB at 20 Hz and 106 dB at 60 Hz proves that this is a Velodyne submarine, well. After my test signal measurements, I fed the CT-120 some of
my basic program materials. He hit out at 109 dB SPL at Bass Erotica in It's Live and 976-BASS (from Bass Ecstasy to Neurodisc). Its average power at Telarc's Jurassic Lunch and cannon shots in the 1812 Overture was 106 dB. With the film sound, the sub blasted out 108 dB in a classic boom scene of
clear and present danger. While it won't knock down any buildings, it was frighteningly loud for a $599 subwoofer. Dynamic control was good as well. As I drove the submarine past its power, its port and suspension sent warnings of impending disaster long before the damage would have been done. This
is consistent with other Velodyne submarines that I have researched, which usually have an excellent safety scheme. Careful listening to a wide range of bass-rich materials has shown that while it doesn't make 10 Hz, the CT-120 handles 20Hz with style and makes 60 Hz even better. Organ recordings
sounded fantastic on but on electronic music with a sinusoid-like tone (such as Bass Ecstasy), the 22-Hz bases were somewhat reduced. Don't get me wrong: Was there were many bass and floor vibrations, but the lowest frequencies were not as loud as the higher ones. To put that into perspective,
however, I have to point out that most subwoofers - not to mention those who sell for less than six accounts - don't even try to go that low. Low. velodyne ct 120 specs. velodyne ct-120 ebay. velodyne ct-120 review. velodyne ct 120 manual. velodyne ct-120 for sale
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